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evasively to demands for an indemnity to the murdered
man's family. Billow and his German Foreign Office col-
leagues feared that unless energetic steps were taken, Ger-
man prestige, and consequently German trade and influence
in Morocco, would suffer seriously. Billow begged the
Kaiser to consent to sending a German warship to Tangier
to impress upon the Sultan the advisability of giving speedy
satisfaction to German demands in these two matters. But
the Kaiser was unwilling to sanction such a demonstra-
tion.102 He knew that Anglo-French negotiations concern-
ing Morocco were on the point of being signed, a<nd wisely
decided that sending a ship to Tangier just at this moment-
would arouse suspicion as to the genuineness of his Vigo
declaration of Germany's territorial disinterestedness. He
believed that,
"forceful pressure by Germany against Morocco ought to
be considered only after our grievances against Morocco
have been brought fully with the facts to the knowledge of
the three Powers most interested in Morocco [England
France and Spain]. It could then be pointed out that
remedial measures against the attitude of the Moroccan
Government lay in the interests, not of Germany alone, but
of all Europeans, and that Germany would gladly have the
support and cooperation of the three aforesaid Powers in
restoring by proper measures the injured, prestige of Euro*
peans in Morocco."103
Accordingly, in spite of arguments by Billow, Lichnow-
sky; and German officials in Morocco, the Kaiser's decision
prevailed and no German naval demonstration took place.
But the Kaiser's hope that disorders in Morocco could be
dealt with through the friendly cooperation of all the Pow-
ers most directly concerned was vain.
At this very moment, Lord Lansdowne and M. Paul
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